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Abstract In this paper we present a refinement operator ·[a--... Q], defined both on 
TCSP-like process terms P and formulas <p of the Modal Mu-Calculus. 
We show that 

the system induced by a term P satisfies a specification <p if and only 
if the system induced by the refined term P[a--... Q] satisfies the re
fined specification <p(a--... Q] 

where Q is a process term from an appropriate sublanguage of TCSP. 
We explain how this result can be used to reason about reactive systems. 
In particular it supplies a method to verify systems a priori: Provided 
P I= r.p holds, the refinement of r.p into <p(a --... Q] induces a transforma
tion of P into P(a --... Q] such that P(a """ Q] I= <p[a """ Q]. The above 
result holds under the restriction that the set of actions that occur in the 
term Q has to be disjoint from the set of actions occurring in the term 
P and the formula <p. Though such restrictions on alphabet disjointness 
are commonly adopted in approaches to syntactic action refinement for 
process term languages they preclude the possibility to carry out certain 
refinement steps that might be necessary in the stepwise development of 
reactive systems. We show, that while dropping the above restriction, 
the validity of the two implications comprised in the above result can 
still be established independently for different interesting fragments of 
the Modal Mu-Calculus. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
One possibility to model reactive systems is provided through various 

process calculi like e.g. CCS [16] or TCSP [2, 17]. On the other hand 
temporal logics [9] can be used to reason about attributes of such systems. 
A particular expressive temporal logic is the Modal Mu-Calculus [14] as 
it subsumes many logics that are commonly used to specify properties of 
reactive systems [10, 7]. The basic building blocks of process calculi and 
modal logics are (atomic) actions considered to be the conceptual entities 
at a chosen level of abstraction. The concept of action refinement (see 
e.g. [1, 11, 12]) is sometimes regarded as one of the fundamental methods 
to develop reactive systems. A particularly interesting concept of action 
refinement is syntactic action refinement (e.g. [1]) where an action a 
which occurs in a process term P is refined by a more complex term Q 
thereby yielding a more detailed process description Pta Q]. Due to 
its definitional clarity, syntactic action refinement can easily be used by 
system developers without a thorough knowledge about reactive system 
semantics. 

U ntH recently, the connection between syntactic action refinement in 
process languages and syntactic action refinement in logics has rarely 
been adressed in the literature (see the last section for related work). 
However, syntactic action refinement in logics has various interesting 
applications to the verification of reactive systems as already discussed 
in [15]. We show the validity of the assertion 

where ·[a Q] denotes the refinement operator in the considered process 
languages and logics. P is a process term from a TCSP-like language, 
Q is a term from an appropriate sublanguage and cp is a Modal Mu
Calculus-formula that in addition might contain refinement operators. 

The simultaneous application of a refinement operator to process 
terms and formulas (as in assertion (*)) will be called simultaneous syn
tactic action refinement (SSAR for short). Assertion (*) says, that the 
system induced by a term pI satisfies a specification cp if and only if 
the system induced by the refined term Pta Q] satisfies the refined 
specification cp[a QJ. As an application of assertion (*) we consider 
the following 'assembly line' process in a car factory shown in Figure 1 
which can be 'implemented' by a TCSP-like process expression P. The 
job of P is to adjust the motor and the gear of a car and to mount the 

lIn agsertion (*), we identified the program (process term) P with its semantics. This con
vention will be continued throughout the paper if the context avoids ambiguity. 
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Figure 1 The Process P 

windscreen. To reach a defined system status before the car is carried 
back to the conveyer band two control actions are executed by P. The 
process P has the temporal property that 'whenever a car is taken from 
the conveyer band (either geLcarl or geLcar2 is executed), the control 
actions will eventually be executed' which can be denoted by a formula 
'P in the Modal Mu-Calculus. We propose that the verification task be 
facilitated by integrating verification into the procedure of program de
velopment via assertion (*). To this end we observe, that the process P 
arises from the process Ps (shown in Figure 2) by the application of four 
successive refinement steps i.e. 

PI = Ps[control (control1; control2)] 
P2 = Pt[puLcar (puLcarl + puLcar2)] 

P3 = P2[adjust (adjusLgear; adjusLmotor)] 
P = P3[geLcar (geLcarl + geLcar2)] 

Now let us assume that we had already established Ps 'Ps where the 
Modal Mu-Calculus formula 'Ps denotes the property 'whenever a car 
is taken from the conveyer band, the control action will eventually be 
executed'. 

In this paper we show how to define a logical refinement operation 
·[a Q] on the Modal Mu-Calculus where 

'PI = 'Ps[control (controll; control2)] 
'P2 = 'PI [puLcar (puLcarl + puLcar2)] 

'P3 = 'P2[adjust (adjusLgear; adjusLmotor)] 
'P = 'P3[geLcar (geLcarl + geLcar2)] 

such that Ps 'Ps iff P 'P. 
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Figure 2 The Process F. 

As indicated by the above example, assertion (*) can be used for the 
following: 

• It offers the possibility of simplifying the verification task by re
peatedly applying (*) as was shown in the example. Instead of 
checking that 

we only have to check that Ps F <Ps. 

• Let us assume that the specification of a system is developed in
crementally and that <Ps is the actual specification which is now 
given more details by refining it to <P = <ps[al Q1J ... [an QnJ. 
When we look for an implementation of <p, we only have to sup
ply an implementation Ps for <Ps thereby automatically obtaining 
a process P = Ps[al Qd ... [an QnJ such that P F <po This 
can be seen as a concept of a priori-verification. For the example 
above, suppose the car factory was equipped with the assembly line 
Pa and Ps F <Ps has already been established. Due to new require
ments on the productivity (speed) of Ps the conveyor band geLcar 
needs to be replaced by two conveyor bands geLcarl, geLcar2. 
This change of resources can be specified by refining <Ps to the 
specification ¢ = <ps[geLcar (geLcarl + geLcar2)J. The system 
P = Ps[geLcar (geLcarl + geLcar2)J which is given via asser
tion (1) is (a priori) correct with respect to ¢, i.e. P F ¢. The 
other refinement steps in the example can easily been interpreted 
accordingly. 

• As a determination of the logical consequences of process term 
refinements: If P F <p then the process refinement P[a QJ 
automatically yields a refined specification <p[a QJ via assertion 
(*) such that P[a QJ F <p[a QJ. 
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Some restrictions have to be obeyed to guarantee that assertion ( *) holds, 
one of which is alphabet disjointnesi2 of P from Q. Alphabet disjoint
ness of P and Q for terms Pta QJ is commonly used in approaches 
to syntactic action refinement3. However alphabet disjointness rules out 
the possibility to conduct particular refinement steps that can become 
important in the development of reactive systems: 
Suppose the system P can execute the atomic actions a, b. At the cur
rent level of abstraction, the action a (b) is considered to be the name 
of a procedure Qa (Qb resp.) which is not yet implemented. In an inter
mediate development step, Qa and Qb are implemented making use of 
a common subsystem S which we might assu'me has been provided by 
a system library. Hence, alphabet disjointness of Qa and Qb does not 
hold. Consequently we cannot use assertion (*) to establish 

for p,{! E {a, b}, p # {! since alphabet disjointness with respect to the 
terms P[p QpJ and Qf! does not hold. 

However it is possible to extract an interesting fragment of the Modal 
Mu-Calculus for which (under some particular restrictions) it is possible 
to guarantee the validity of the assertion 

Furtheron, a fragment for which the assertion 

holds will be presented. 
In Section 2 we present a TCSP-like process calculus which contains 

an operator for syntactic action refinement. The concept of logical re
finement for the Modal Mu-Calculus is defined in Section 3. Section 4 
provides the link between those two refinement concepts and contains 
the main results as well as their applications to system verification. A 
summary, a short discussion on related papers and work in progress are 
given in Section 5. Section 6 contains some standard definitions. 

2The alphabet of a process term P is the set of actions which occur in P. 
30ne argues that this restriction avoids the undesired mixture of different levels of abstrac
tion [11]. Moreover as atomic actions are merely 'action names' it is possible to rename them 
without losing any generality. 
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2. SYNTACTIC ACTION REFINEMENT IN 
THE SYSTEM MODEL 

In this section we fix the framework used to model reactive systems. 
Let Act := {a, b, ... } be a set of actions and Var Act := {Vl' V2,"'} be a 
set of distinguished action variables4 such that Act n V ar Act = 0. We let 
a, (3, ,,(, ... range over the set A := Act u Var Act, the elements of which 
are called atomic performances or simply performances. Furtheron we 
let I df : = {x, y, ... } be a fixed set of identifiers. As usual the process 
expression 0 is used to denote a process that is unable to perform any 
atomic performance. 

Let Rll be the language of process terms generated by the grammar 
Q ::= a I (Q+Q) I (Q;Q) I Q[a"-+ QJ. 

Let RL:, be the language of process terms generated by the grammar 
P ::= 0 I a I x I (P + P) I (P; P) I (PIIAP) I fix (x = P) I P[a,,-+ QJ 

where Q E Rll and A A. Let L:" II be the languages of process ex
pressions generated by the grammars for RL:" Rll respectively, without 
the rule P ::= Pla "-+ QJ. 

An identifier x is guarded in a term PERL:, iff each free occurrence of 
x only occurs in sub expressions F where F lies in a subexpression (E; F) 
such that E <I. .,j, i.e. E can execute a performance (see Appendix AI). 
A term PERL:, is called guarded iff in each sub expression fix (x = Q) 
of P the identifier x is guarded in Q. We let GRL:, (GL:,) be the set of 
all guarded RL:, (L:,)-expressions. 

The function e : RL:, -+ 2A that gives the set of performances occurring 
in a process expression is defined by induction on the structure of RL:" 
e.g. e(a):= {a} ande((PlIIAP2)):= e(PdUe(P2). Thesetofsynchroni
sation performances of a process expression PERL:, is given by the func
tion X : RL:, -+ 2A , e.g. x(a) := (/) and X( (Pl IIAP2)) := X(Pl ) U X(P2) UA. 

A term P l E RL:, is called e-disjoint from a term P2 E RL:, iff e(Pd n 
e(P2) = 0. A term Pl E RL:, is called xe-disjoinf> from a term P2 E RL:, 
iff x(Pl ) n e(P2) = 0. 

A term P l E RL:, is called alphabet-disjoint from a term P2 E RL:, iff it 
is e-disjoint and xe-disjoint from P2. A term PERL:, is called uniquely 
synchronized iff for all terms (Pl IIAP2) that occur in P, A = X(Pi) holds 
for i = 1,2. 

To give a meaning to refined terms Pla "-+ QJ, we make use of a reduc
tion function red : RL:, -+ L:, that removes all occurrences of refinement 

4 Action variables will be used later to define the refinement of formulas (d. section 3). 
5Please note, that X -disjointness is no symmetric relation on the set RE. 
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operators in a process expression illustrated by Figure 3. The function 
red uses syntactic substitution ·{Q/a} (see Appendix A2). 

Let P, PI, P2 E and Q E Rfl. be process expressions. The function 
red : --* is defined as follows: 

red(*) := * for * E {O} U Idf U A red(fix(x = P» := fix(x = red(P» 

red((Pl op P2» := (red(Pt) op red(P2» where op E {+, j, IIA} 

red(P[a"'-> Q)) := (red(P»{red(Q)/a} 

Figure 3 The Reduction Function 

The operational semantics of the language is given as usual (see Ap
pendix A3). The semantics of a process expression P is a labelled tran
sition system with termination (LTST) i.e. a tuple T(P) = A,--* 
, ../)6. Since the terms P[a "-+ QJ and red(P[a "-+ Q]) are supposed 
to behave identically7, we define T(P) := T(red(P)) to supply seman
tics for terms P E (cf. [1]). In what follows we sometimes iden
tify the term P with the transition system T(P) if the context avoids 
ambiguity. The fact that the parallel operator cannot occur in terms 
Q E Rfl. is no severe restriction: due to the absence of the fix oper
ator in all terms Q E RI::!. any such term induces a finite state system 
whence it is always possible to construct for every term Q in the lan
guage8 RI::!.+ a term Q E I::!. such that T(Q) =b T(Q) (=b denotes strong 
bisimulation equivalence). If Q E Rfl. + is deadlock free, the meaning 
of 'replacing' performances a in some term P by Q is the same as for 
the replacement of every a in P by Q. The exclusion of the empty 
process term 0 means that we disallow 'forgetful refinement,9. As the 
refinement of a (terminating) performance a by some infinite behaviour 
violates the intuition [12], no expression of the form fix(x = P) is 
allowed to occur in a term Q E RI::!.. Let LTST/in := {T(P)IP E 

and the set ofreachable states of T(P) is finite}. The set ofreach-

6 PEE is the initial state and --+C E x A x E is the set of transitions, determined via the rules 
of the operational semantics . ..; is the set of terminated states as defined in the Appendix. 
7The syntactic difference between the terms P[o. "" Q] and red(P[o. "" QJ) is that in the 
former information about 0. is scattered over several levels of abstraction whereas only one 
level of abstraction exists in the latter. 
8RA+ is the language generated by the grammar for RA augmented with the rule Q ::= 
(QIiAQ)). 
9Such refinements cannot be explained by a change in the level of abstraction [20] and are 
usually avoided (see e.g. [1]). 
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able states of T(P) consists of all states which can be reached from the 
state red(P). 

3. SYNTACTIC ACTION REFINEMENT IN 
THE SPECIFICATION LOGIC 

Let ILl, be the (negation-free form of the) Modal Mu-Calculus [14] 
generated by the grammar 

::= T I .1 I Z I I (.p V.p) I [a].p I I vZ . .p 
where a ranges over A and Z over a fixed set Var of variables. Let RILl, 
be the language generated by the above grammar with the additional rule 

::= "'-t Q] where Q E Rt:l. Let RlLl,O (RILe!.]) be the language 
generated by the grammar for RILl, without the rule .p ::= (.p ::= 

resp.). We let a range over the set {IL, v}. A fixed point formula has 
the form a Z.cp in which a Z binds free occurrences of Z in cpo A variable 
Z is called free iff it is not bound. A RILe-formula cp is called closed iff 
every variable Z which occurs in cp is bound. A RILe-formula cp is called 
guarded iff every occurrence of a variable Z in cp lies in the scope of a 
modality [a] or (a). For a language L RILl, we define the closed and 
guarded fragment of L by CGL := {cp ELI cp is closed and guarded}. 
The function e : RILl, -+ 2A gives the set of performances that occur in 
a formula. A formula cp E RILl, is called e -disjoint from a term P E RE 
iff e(cp) n e(p) = 0. 

We now give the concept of logical substitution by which we are able 
to define the reduction of formulas (see Figure 4): 
Let Q, Ql, Q2 E b. and cp, CPl, CP2 E ILl, and n, m E IN. The operation of 

logical substitution, (cp){ a "'-t Q} is defined as follows: 

(*Ha"-OQ}:=* if*E{T,J.}UVar 

"-0 Q} := 

{ 

"-0 Q} if Q = /3 

(ipHa "-0 Q} HVn "-0 QIl A (ipHa "-0 Q} HVm "-0 Q2}) if Q = (Ql + Q2) 

(ipH a "-0 Q}){ Vm "-0 Q2}){ Vn "-0 QIl if Q = (Ql ; Q2) 

(uZ.ipHa"-O Q} := uZ.(ipHa "-0 Q} 
where in each clause 6."'( means throughout either (-y) or ['Y] for all 'Y. For 
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Let Q E Ril be a process expression and cp, CPI, CP2 E Rp,e be formulas. 
We define the logical reduction function Red : Rp,e -+ p,C as follows: 

'Red( *) := * ih E {T, 1.} U Var 'Red( cpla --... Q)) := ('Red( cp»{ a --... red( Q)} 

'Red«(,8]cp) := (,8]'Red(cp) , 'Red«(J)cp):= «(J)'Red(cp) 

'Red(trZ.cp) := trZ.'Red(cp) 

Figure 4 The Logical Reduction Function 

the introduction of variables Vn , Vm we require Vn , Vm ¢. U 
and n # m (vn,vm ¢. U{(Q) respectively). 

To supply semantics for refined formulas cp[a "-+ Q], we extend the 
standard satisfaction relation (see Sect. 6, Def. A4) which is defined 
relative to valuation functionsIO {) : Var -+ by means of the clause 
P Ft7 cp[a "-+ Q] iff P Ft7 Red(cp[a "-+ QJ). We say P satisfies cp 
(with respect to {)) iff P h7 cpo For a closed Rp,e-formula cp we simply 
write P F cpo For a fixed point formula a Z.cp we observe that least 
and greatest fixed points (denoted p" v resp.) always exist by the results 
of [19]. 

4. SAFETY FOR SYNTACTIC ACTION 
REFINEMENT AND ABSTRACTION 

The first result shows that the concept of simultaneous syntactic ac
tion refinement is safe provided a condition of alphabet disjointness is 
met. 

Theorem 1 Let P E GR'E be a process term, such that T(P) E LTSTjin 
and t.p E CGRp,e be a formula. Further let Q E RIl, such that P is 
alphabet-disjoint from Q and cp is {-disjoint from Q. Then P F cp {:} 
P[a,,-+ Q] F cp[a "-+ Q]. 

Proof Idea: 
The proof of Theorem 1 is by induction on the structure of cp E CGp,e 
and a subsidiary induction on the structure of Q E Ril. We first observe 
that 7(P[a "-+ QJ) is finite. The fact that an approximation over at most 

lOThe customary updating notation is used: t7[t:/Z] is the valuation 17' which agrees with 17 
on all variables Z E Var except Z, and 6'(Z) = t:. 
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ITr(P)ls steps 11 suffices to capture the actual fixed point on the system 
P can thus be used in the induction. In order to show Theorem 1, a serial 
of lemmata which relate the behaviour of a term P with the behaviour 
of P[a QJ have to be proved. 

Alphabet-disjointness is commonly used in approaches to syntactic ac
tion refinement. In order to meet the condition of Theorem 1, renaming 
of performances can often be applied successfully12. However alphabet
disjointness is too strong a condition in a situation as the second one 
described in the introduction. Alphabet-disjointness is necessary in The
orem 1 as can be seen by the following simple example. Consider the 
process expression P = b and the formula <p = [c](d) T. We have P F <p 
but red(P[b c]) 'Red(<p[b c]). Note that we have ¥- 0, 
i.e. <p is not from Q. It is clear that dropping the condition of 
alphabet disjointness of the process terms P and Q only makes sense in 
conjunction with abandoning the of <p from Q. Dropping 
the latter restriction however leads to fundamental problems: Without 
it, repeated SSAR can transform an originally satisfiable formula into an 
unsatisfiable one13 . The above examples show that we cannot hope for 
a result like Theorem 1 for any fragment L RfJ-.c in which it is allowed 
to compose formulas <p E L containing both types of modalities, i.e. (a) 
and [aJ without accepting any restrictions on alphabet disjointness. This 
is the reason why we consider the logics RfJ-.cO and RfJ-.c[.] where only 
one modality type can occur in the formulas. The logic RfJ-.c[.] can be 
used to express interesting properties of reactive systems, like e.g. the 
unless-property '<p remains true in every computation unless 'ljJ holds' or 
safety properties such as '<p never holds again whenever 'ljJ has become 
true'. Moreover, RfJ-.c[.] can be used to express liveness-properties under 
fairness and cyclic-properties (see [18]). 

RfJ-.cO-formulas can be used to formalize properties like e.g. 'there 
exists a computation sequence of P in which <p holds infinitely often' 
or 'there exists a computation sequence of P along which <p is always 
attainable.' With techniques similar to those applied for Theorem 1 we 
obtain the following. 

Theorem 2 Let PEG R'E be a uniquely synchronized process term, 
such that T(P) E LTSTjin and <p E CGRfJ-.cO be a formula. Further let 
Q E RD., such that P is Q. If (a ft X(P)) 
then P F <p => P[a QJ F <p[a QJ. 

llIT(P)ls denotes the number of states of T(P). 
12Cf. the assembly line example of the introduction where no renaming was necessary. 
l3Let <p = «al)T "[a2]1.). Clearly, <p is satisfiable. On the other hand, the formula 
<p[Ol "'-' 0][a2 "" oj is not satisfiable. 
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Theorem 3 Let PEG R'E be a 'Uniq'Uely synchronized process term, 
such that T(P) E LTSTjin and <p E CGRJ-tC,[.] be a formula. Further let 
Q E s'Uch that P is Q. If (0: X(P)) 
then P F <P -<= pro: '"'-+ Q] F <pro: '"'-+ Q]. 

As an example, we consider a ('lock-step') solution of a two process 
mutual exclusion problem. 

Example: The process terms Pc:. and P(3 are given by o 

and 
fix(y = (((/11; (/1;(h)) + (0:1; (0:;0:2))); y)) 

respectively. It is easy to see that the process M E Ot(3 = (POtII{o;,f3;,o,f3}Pf3 ) 
where i = 1,2 enters the (abstract) critical sections 0: and /1 in mutual 
exclusion. For A A we let 0 A <P abbreviate the formula V oEA (0:) <P and 
DA<P abrreviate the formula AOEA[O:]<p. We have that 

i.e. there exists a computation sequence of M Eof3 along which it is al
ways possible to reach a state where the performance 0: can be executed. 
Now let Q = ('n + 'Y2). Then we have that 

via Theorem 2 which says that M EOf3[O: '"'-+ Q][/1 '"'-+ Q] can execute a 
computation sequence along which it is always possible to reach a state 
where all performances of Q can be executed. This holds, though another 
performance (/1 in our case) is also refined by Q. 0 

Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 can both be established without the need 
to consider restrictions of alphabet disjointness whence we might use 
the two logics CGRJ-tC,O and CGRJ-tC,[.] in the stepwise development of 
systems as demonstrated in the introduction. 

Amongst the applications of Theorem 1 to the verification of reac
tive systems (as described in the introduction), the concept of a priori
verification might be the most interesting one. There, every property 
<P of a system P which can be expressed in RJ-tc' 'carries over' (in its 
refined form <pro: '"'-+ QJ) to the refined system pro: '"'-+ QJ, in particular 
this holds for all safety and liveness properties. Strong safety proper
ties (which involve the box modality [0:]) might not be carried over (in 
the above sense) when dropping the restriction of alphabet disjointness. 
Theorem 2 shows however, that it is still possible to verify systems 'a 
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priori' with respect to properties expressible in the logic R{t£(-) , without 
the need to ensure alphabet disjoint ness of the considered process terms 
and formulas. In essence, these properties are 'existential' properties e.g. 
weak safety and liveness properties (according to [18]). 

In its contrapositive form, Theorem 3 can be used to 'debug' a (con
crete) reactive system by means of debugging an abstract system (where 
the abstraction is based on syntactic action refinement between those 
systems): If P cP E R{t£[.] then P[a QJ cp[a QJ. In the 
case we cannot disprove cp for P, no information about satisfaction of 
cp[a QJ by P[a QJ can be inferred. However, Theorem 3 might also 
be used to support model checking techniques for systems that otherwise 
would remain unfeasable due to the size of their state spaces: If P is such 
a system then no information at all about satisfaction with respect to any 
property cp can be established by means of model checking techniques. 
In particular we could not show P cpo However, if we could establish 
appropriate abstractions Ps and CPs, i.e. P = Ps[al QIJ ... [an QnJ 
and cp = CPS[al Qd ... [an QnJ then Ps might well become manage
able by a model checker since the state space of Ps might be exponentially 
smaller then the state space of P due to the well known state explosion 
problem14 . Then we could apply the model checker to prove Ps CPs 
and conclude P cp via Theorem 3. Various interesting properties can 
be expressed in R{t£[.] (and therefore be used in the debug-procedure 
described above), in particular strong safety properties of a system P 
like e.g. vZ.(cp /\ D{(p)Z) meaning 'cp holds in every state of P'. 

5. CONCLUSION AND RELATED WORK 
We showed that it is possible to establish the validity of the assertion 

P F cp iff P[a QJ F cp[a QJ (*) where P and Q are terms from 
appropriate TCSP-like languages, cp is a Modal Mu-Calculus-formula 
and ·[a QJ denotes a refinement operator both on process terms and 
formulas. As we explained in the introduction, assertion (*) can be used 
to simplify the verification task. Furthermore, the logical meaning of 
syntactic action refinement on process terms becomes evident. Most 
interestingly however is the method of a priori verification supplied by 
assertion (*): Provided we have P F cp, the specification refinement 
cp[a QJ automatically yields an a priori correct process P[a QJ via 
assertion (*), i.e. P[a QJ F cp[a QJ. 

14 A linear reduction of the number of performances in a term P E R'2:. can entail an exponen
tia.J reduction of the number of reachable states of r(p). Please note that model checking 
algorithms are based on the investigation of the involved system state spaces, regardless 
whether those spaces are represented explicitly or implicitly (e.g. using BDDs [3]). 
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We demonstrated that assertion (*) does not hold in general but 
under the condition of alphabet-disjointness. We showed the valid
ity of the assertions P F cp Pta "-+ Q] F cp[a "-+ Q] (t) and 
P F cp {= Pta "-+ Q] F cp[a "-+ Q] (:j:) where P E GRE is uniquely syn
chronized and cp E CGRp,C(.} in assertion (t), cp E CGRp,C[.j in assertion 
(:j:). The important point is that the restriction of alphabet disjointness 
is not necessary to prove the correctness of the two assertions above. 
Consequently, assertion (*), (t) and (:j:) show that the expressive power 
of the specification logic determines the applicability of SSAR to the 
verification of reactive systems. A future topic of research is to further 
investigate this 'expressiveness-applicability' tradeoff. 

We explained that SSAR can also be conceived as a concept of ab
straction simplifying the verification of reactive systems. In this sense 
our approach is related to the method of abstract interpretations [6]. 
There, one can conclude that properties hold for a (concret) system C 
if they hold for a (abstract) system A where the state spaces of A and 
C are related with each other via appropriate abstractions thereby re
ducing the costs of model checking techniques (see e.g. [4, 8]). There 
however, the formula under consideration remains 'unchanged' whereas 
it is changed (through refinement) in our approach. In [13], semantic 
action refinement for synchronisation structures is used to induce refine
ment functions for formulas of the considered specification logic whereas 
we use syntactic action refinement for process terms and formulas. In 
the above paper a linear time logic is used whereas our approach is based 
on the branching time Modal Mu-Ca1culus. 

The concept of syntactic action refinement can easily be used by a 
system developer and the transition system semantics used is closely 
related to the well known concept of automata. The Modal Mu-Calculus 
is often conceived as the generic process-logic (see e.g. [8]). We thus 
believe that our framework satisfies the requirement that formal methods 
should be easy to comprehend to be of any use in practice [5]. 

Work is in progress that extends the above results: We study the 
consequences of introducing the 'hiding'-operator (see e.g. [17]) to the 
process algebra RE. Further, we investigate how the reduction offormu
las can be determined efficiently. Investigations concerning infinite state 
systems are a future topic as well as investigations to what extend the 
presented abstraction technique can be automatized. We are currently 
performing some case studies to determine the practical applicability of 
our results. 
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6. AUXILIARY DEFINITIONS 

Al Terminated States: 

To evaluate the semantics of the operator ';' it is common to use a 
special predicate J: Let J RE be the least set which contains the 
term 0 and is closed under the rules (PI E J /\P2 E J) => (PlOp P2) E J 
where op E {IIA, +,;} and (P E J) => fix (x = P) E J and (P E J) => 
P[a'"'-+ QJ E J. 

A2 Syntactic Substitution: 

Let P, PI, P2 E E and Q E b. be process expressions. Syntactic sub
stitution, denoted (P){ Q / a} is defined as follows: 

{ Q if a =!3 
(*){Q/a} := * where * E {OJ U Idf (a){Q/!3} := a otherwise 

((PlOp P2»{Q/a} := ((PI){Q/a} op (P2){Q/a}) where op E {+, j} 

((PI /lA P2»{Q/a} := { ((PI}{Q/a} /lA\{Q}UHQ) (P2){Q/a}) if a E A 
((PI}{Q/a} /lA (P2 ){Q/a}) if a rt A 

(fix(x = P»{Q/a}:= fix (x = P{Q/a}) 

A3 Operational Semantics: 

Let P, Q E E be process expressions. 

Q::'Q' if P E / 
(P;Q)::'Q' v 

P[fix(x=P)!xj::'Q 
fix(x=P)::'Q 

P::'P' 
(P+Q)::'P' 

A4 Extended Satisfaction Relation: 

Q::'Q' 
(P+Q)::'Q' 

P::'P' 
(P;Q)::'(P';Q) 

Q, l> Q' 
P--+P Q--+ if a E A 

(PIIA Q)::'(P'IIAQ') 

Let P ERE, Q E Rb., cp; 'ljJ E Rp,.c and Z E Var. 

PFO T, P l;t:o..l , P FO Z iff P E t9(Z) 
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P F19 (a)cp iff P E {E E REI3E' E RE(E E' and E' F19 cp)} 
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